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Your budget does more when
your facility consumes less
Siemens Demand Flow™ can reduce your chiller plant’s energy consumption
by 20 to 50%.
www.usa.siemens.com/demandflowresults

Operations can account for 60% of the life cycle cost of a
EXLOGLQJVRPDQDJLQJHQHUJ\DQGRSHUDWLRQDOHIƉFLHQF\LV
critical to maintaining your facility‘s overall value. When it
FRPHVWR\RXUFKLOOHUSODQW6LHPHQVKDVHQHUJ\HIƉFLHQF\
covered. Only Demand Flow from Siemens uses proven
variable pressure curve technology. It offers a holistic
approach for optimizing an entire chilled water system,
including potential air-side savings.
Demand Flow works with your existing systems to reduce
your plant‘s total energy consumption by 20 to 50%. It‘s
chiller agnostic, working with any brand manufacturer
and can be implemented without voiding equipment
warranties. It will also work with any existing building
automation system.

'HPDQG)ORZLQFUHDVHVHIƉFLHQF\E\
– Increasing the deliverable tonnage of the chilled
water plant
Ɣ 6LPSOLI\LQJSODQWRSHUDWLRQVZLWKRXWVDFULƉFLQJ
occupant comfort in favor of energy savings
– Allowing the central chilled water plant to more
accurately maintain optimal differential system pressure
Contact Siemens today to learn how Demand Flow can
begin reducing your chiller plant‘s energy consumption
and help your chiller plant do more for less.

Answers for infrastructure.
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ith the rapid pace of change and innovation in our field, it has become

TECHNOLOGY
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notoriously
difficult for companies to discover and choose the best

products that will help them improve energy, environmental and sustainability
management.
We launched the Environmental Leader Technology Reviews program to
help companies with this challenge – to inform those in the energy and
environmental space about the best and most useful products available.
And, of course, we wanted to honor and recognize those companies that are
creating these innovative products.
In these pages, you’ll find a variety of top-notch solutions, from waste
management software to LEDs for high bays to an enterprise refrigerant
management module to a waterless urinal. These are the companies and
products that the experts agree are the best of the best.
Many thanks go to our distinguished panel of judges, who rated dozens of
products and, with the impressive caliber of entries, had their work cut out
for them. Our judges were picked based on a simple criteria – who are the
game changers, leading environmental, energy and sustainability executives,
consultants and experts who are delivering quantifiable results within their
companies or industries. Looking at the list of judges below, I couldn’t
imagine a more knowledgeable group of judges for our inaugural award
program. To learn more about the sustainability efforts these judges are a
part of, please visit the links below.
The judging panel included the following experts:
Dan Bena: Senior Director, Sustainable Development, PepsiCo
Mark Buckley: VP, Environmental Affairs, Staples
David Dornfeld: Director of the Laboratory for Manufacturing and
			
Sustainability, University of California, Berkeley
Dan Gilbert: North American Solid Waste & Recycling Program Manager,
		
ISS Facility Services
Justin Grau: Member of the Technical Committee, The Green Grid
Matthew Littlefield: President & Principal Analyst, LNS Research
Frank O’Brien-Bernini: VP, Chief Sustainability Officer, Owens Corning
Christina Page: Global Director of Energy & Sustainability, Yahoo!
Mark Rhodes: VP of Sustainability, GlaxoSmithKline
Susan Rochford: VP of Energy Efficiency & Sustainability, Legrand
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Kristin Rock: Energy Manager, Petco
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Jennifer Vervier:
Director of Sustainability and Strategic Development,
			

New Belgium Brewing Company

Environmental Leader’s staff played no role in the judging of the submitted
products. Review panelists were informed that scores/comments would
remain anonymous. The products that scored 3.5 stars or higher are those
that the judges say provide clear and substantial benefits and have viable
attributes that set them apart from their competitors. Scores were given based
on the criteria laid out below.
0-1 star: 		

Useful product, yet commodity

2-3 stars: 		

Solid product with viable attributes that set it apart

4 stars:
			
			

Excellent product with technical features and
performance that provide clear and substantial 		
benefits

5 stars:
			
			

Superb product that sets new standard for
performance and provides groundbreaking and 		
NEW technical milestones

Each product was reviewed by at least three judges, and judges were
encouraged to write comments about the submissions. Each product’s scores
were averaged and rounded to the nearest full or half star. Scores of 3.5 or
above reflect a very positive opinion from the panel.
Products are grouped by score (with the highest stars ranking first), and then
in alphabetical order. Check them out: these are the products your company
needs to know about. You can also view these top products online at the
Environmental Leader Technology Reviews Hall of Fame.
Thank you for reading.

Paul Nastu, Founder & Publisher
Environmental Leader
www.environmentalleader.com
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AVITERA SE
®

AWARD-WINNING REVOLUTIONARY POLYREACTIVE DYES

I

ntroducing the next wave of AVITERA® SE, a revolutionary
innovative flagship range of polyreactive dyes from
Huntsman Textile Effects that combines new standards of
environmental sustainability with top-quality results, achieved
within the shortest time.
Now available in a wider range of colors to meet every need
from the palest to the deepest and the darkest shades.
• Highest reproducibility and shortest time
• Excellent wet fastness requirements
• Minimum processing cost and reduction of processing time
• Improvement of the environmental proﬁle
AVITERA® SE – seriously saves water and energy by 50%
and more!

www.huntsman.com/textile_effects
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Schneider Electric			

Constellation Energy

AVITERA Reactive Dyes for Cotton
Measurement and Verification Panelboards

Actio Corp				

Actio Material Disclosure

BioAmber				

BIO-SA

Bluehorse Associates			

Carbonistics

Digital Lumens				

Intelligent Lighting System

Enablon				

The Enablon Sustainability Management Platform

Lumenor Energy Services		

LES-T8 LED Tube 94.5W High Bay

RecycleMatch				

Materials Marketing and Management Platform

Waterless Co.				

Waterless No-Flush Urinals

Antea Group				

Global RegSupport Helpdesk

Antea Group				

Enhanced Concentrating Oxygen Soil Vapor Extraction

					

Sponsored by:

System (ECO-SVE)

Cascades Tissue Group		

Cascades® Antibacterial Paper Hand Towel

CRedit360 				

CRedit360 Sustainability Software

Earth911				

Discover Local Recycling By Simply Scanning a UPC or 		

					

QR Code

Emerson Network Power		

Liebert® NXL(TM) 1100 kVA/1100 kW

EnergyPoint				

EnergyPoints Analytics

Power Assure				

Power Assure EM/4

Schneider Electric			

Resource Advisor

Siemens Building Technologies

Demand Flow

UL DQS				

Self Assessment ISO 50001 Energy Management System

C3					

Corporate Employee Green Spending Account

Dakota Software			

The ProActivity Suite

Eastman Kodak			

Kodak Sonora Process Free Plates

Green Ballast				

Legacy Daylight Harvesting Fluorescent Light Ballast

Invensys Controls			

Invensys Controls Eliwell EWPlus EO

Invensys Operations Management

Wonderware Corporate Energy Management Application

Noesis Energy				

Noesis Energy Management Performance Tracking

Verisae					

Enterprise Refrigerant Management
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Huntsman International – AVITERA dyes
One judge assessed AVITERA
dyes as being an “innovative
approach with wide potential
for impact if scaled over printed
fabric production worldwide;
major potential for environmental
impact.”
Huntsman International, a global
manufacturer and marketer of
differentiated chemicals, has
pioneered innovations in the
industry for 40 years. Its most
recent dye system is getting rave
reviews.
Developed with the express
purpose of reducing the amount of
water and energy required to dye
cotton, the AVITERA dye system
is economically comparable
to conventional dye systems
when considering time, energy
required (dyeing temperature),
dye costs and water consumption, providing an
economically sustainable alternative while also
considering an environmental improvement
compared to present technology.

“Major potential for
environmental impact”

Making a full color palette of dyes available, Huntsman International
developed this new chemistry with the focus on environmental sustainability,
and especially to address a more sustainable approach to water use.
AVITERA dyes use tri-functional reactivity that provides a high reaction and
fixation rate with cellulosic fiber, leaving very little unfixed dye to be removed,

13
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dramatically reducing water waste. Dye that is not reacted is easily removed

TECHNOLOGY
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at low temperatures
because the dyes have low intrinsic affinity for the fiber.

When using these dyes, up to 50 percent less water is required, up to 70
percent less energy is required, and up to 50 percent less time is used in the
dye process.
The judges agreed that this process, already being used in many industries
worldwide, was worth expanding. As one judge stated, “The AVITERA
dyes were engineered for sustainability and provide a clear economic and
sustainable value proposition, particularly in markets facing water constraints
but that are also highly dependent on industries that utilize cotton.”
www.huntsman.com
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Schneider Electric USA, Inc. - NF Measurement and Verification Lighting
Panelboards
“This is has the potential to
be a game-changing new
technology,” says one judge
about Schneider Electric’s
panelboards.
“Typically, to get the level
of detailed circuit-by-circuit
energy consumption this system
purports to provide, a facility
manager would have to install
expensive metering systems
throughout their location. By
tying this data into the panel,
the only cost to achieve this data
is the incremental cost of this
panel versus a more traditional
panel. Most importantly, being
able to see a facility’s energy
consumption at this granular
level allows for smart, targeted
decision making.”
Schneider Electric’s NF
Potentially a
Measurement and Verification Lighting
Panelboards provide customers with more
“Game-changing technology”
detailed visibility into energy use, enabling
improved energy management and opportunities
for cost saving and sustainability efforts. Facility managers will be able to
isolate energy use within any facility using existing or customized building
management software, and to analyze the data to locate new opportunities
for greater energy efficiency and savings. The Panelboards monitor energy
usage on a variety of load types, including lighting, plugs, zones and spaces,

15
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allowing facility personnel to isolate energy use much more precisely.This

TECHNOLOGY
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product is perfect
for accomplishing energy-saving goals, obtaining LEED
Certification points, and meeting code compliance.
Another judge noted that “Incremental value and innovative aspect of this
product is the increased level of detail/visibility at the individual circuit level. A
good tool for companies and other institutions to have as they continue along
their sustainability journeys. ... I suspect that this would be excellent to make
a standard component of all new facility builds.”
For use in large facilities or home and office buildings, the NF Measurement
and Verification Lighting Panelboards are highly efficient. Additionally, they:
• Harness industry-leading monitoring capabilities for maximum
power reliability;
• Support up to 84 individual branch circuit monitoring points
through board-mounted individual CTs;
• Provide main metering capability through optionally provided
CTs;
• Enable network communications via Modbus™ RTU;
• Are compatible with PowerLogic™ ION Enterprise,™
PowerLogic™ System Manager™ software, and PowerLogic™
SCADA software, providing reliable, end-to-end power
monitoring and control.
www.schneider-electric.com
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Actio Material Disclosure
A judge said of Actio Material Disclosure, “Chemical Disclosure represents an
increasing risk to human and environmental health; and chemical disclosure
today is difficult throughout supply chains. This material-tracking software as
a service (SaaS) approach makes a great deal of sense for both suppliers and
customers. The protection of proprietary formulations while highlighting risks
and hazards make this a game-changing vehicle for creating supply-chain
transparency.”
Actio, a leader in the market of environmental compliance solutions, has
established a unique material disclosure compliance platform that protects
trade secrets while increasing supplier response times. This platform is
designed to assure trade compliance and provide customizable, progressively
detailed data-gathering queries with responses that can be monitored at a

“Game-changing vehicle for creating
supply-chain transparency”
© 2013 Environmental Leader LLC, www.environmentalleader.com
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glance. The software also allows stakeholders to analyze supply data and
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regulatory details
to create accurate reports and make quick, informed

decisions about how to best manage materials for maximum return and
minimal risk exposure.
Many manufacturing companies understand that hundreds of nation-based,
state, industry, and company-specific environmental standards have to be
met. Actio’s Material Disclosure compliance platform can make this process
easier. Its chemical software compares suppliers’ material disclosure data
against centralized, updated regulatory chemical lists, including custom
lists. By aligning the data with regulatory lists that Actio constantly updates,
managers can determine risk in products, raw materials, components and
ingredients in a real-time, meaningful way.
Another judge called Actio Material Disclosure “a good technology for
collaboration and [that] simplifies records processes” to reduce human risk in
an increasingly complex world of regulations.
www.actio.net
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BioAmber BIO-SA
BioAmber’s biosuccinic acid
(BIO-SA™) is a new and
innovative replacement for
petrochemicals, which reduces
energy consumption, pollution
emissions and the use of
fossil feedstocks; providing
safer and superior performing
alternatives to chemicals of
concern.
BioAmber chemicals are
produced more economically,
cleanly and sustainably than
petrochemical alternatives.
BioAmber’s proprietary
fermentation and downstream
process uses raw materials
from agriculture or forestry to
develop BIO-SA™.
This chemical costs less, is
of higher purity, has renewable feedstock
flexibility, and a carbon neutral/net zero
process that the judges agree is an excellent
concept.

“An innovative approach”

One judge assessed, “This will be a useful methodology for many ingredients
as long as the starting sources of material are sustainable. Many companies
want to reduce the carbon footprint of their products and packaging, and this
may be an innovative way of doing that.”
Another added that it has the potential to make “a major impact
environmentally” and called it an “innovative approach.”

20
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BIO-SA provides sustainable chemical building blocks, with immediate market

TECHNOLOGY
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solutions.

•
Polyurethanes: the only renewable alternative to adipic acid in
polyurethane applications such as polyester polyols.
•
Cosmetics & Personal Care: effective, all-natural emollients (for
lotions, liquid soaps, cleansers to improve and moisturize skin) and
surfactants (for soaps, body washes, shampoos for easier spreading).
•
De-icing: succinate salts with far better corrosion profile than
incumbents for use on roads, bridges, runways and walkways.
•
Resins & Coatings: environmental advantages and costeffectiveness to petroleum-based phthalic acid and adipic acid in
polyester coating resins, powder coatings, unsaturated polyester resins
and urethane surface coatings.
•
Food & Flavors: natural alternative to petro-derived succinic
to increase tartness or acidity of food, as pH regulator and flavoring
agent.
•
Lubricants: environmentally friendly base oils and additives in
industrial lubricants and metal-working fluids, with improved viscosity in
cold temperatures, better prevention of oxidation and corrosion.
This new development is a great find and has multiple applications.
BioAmber’s renewable process also consumes significant quantities of CO2
and can therefore be an important contributor in the global effort to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. A winning product for companies who want to
reduce their carbon footprint on multiple levels.
www.bio-amber.com
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Bluehorse Associates – Carbonostics

Bluehorse Associates, a pioneer in the sustainability metrics field, has created
a suite of online, user-friendly carbon accounting and product lifecycle
assessment applications designed specifically for the food sector.
This web-based tool provides easy access for collaboration across suppliers,
vendors, clients and advisors. All data is fully sourced, with links back to
the original source provider and full descriptions on how each data point is
calculated and by which methodology.
A judge’s summary: “Unique benefits – a focus on food and beverage sector,
data-source transparency, diverse and impressive client list, the ability to
enter your own primary data, the addition of cost and nutrition metrics – all
combine to make Carbonostics best-in-class.”

22
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Adopted by more than 200 users in more than 15 countries around the world,

TECHNOLOGY
Carbonostics REVIEWS
provides services to retail, food service, food manufacturing,

ingredients manufacturing, consulting, and academia. Users can integrate
analyses, so results from a product analysis can later be integrated into
a facility-level analysis, or the results from an ingredients analysis can be
integrated into a complex product analysis.
This well-thought-out system meets business needs by being flexible,
affordable, practical and easy-to-use. Supported by experts with an in-depth
understanding of the specific sensitivities of the food sector, Carbonostics
impressed the judges with its increasing client list despite the narrow focus of
the product.
One judge notes that, “The lifecycle and carbon
accounting features of the tool are very important
to track impacts in non-integrated supply chains.
Creating a common set of metrics is key, and
its 200 end-users are testimony to the value to
companies such as Marks and Spencer.”

“Unique benefits make
Carbonostics best-in-class”

www.carbonostics.com
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Digital Lumens Intelligent Lighting System
“The intelligent lighting system combines a number of innovative and cost
saving/energy saving features that make this LED lighting system unique. The
wireless capability and the ability to address and program individual fixtures is
innovative, and are very good features for large warehouses, etc.,” says one
judge. “Individual dimming features for daylight harvesting, etc., would also
provide significant energy savings. The combination of these unique features
makes this LED system stand out.”
The Digital Lumens Intelligent Lighting System is easy to install and can be
deployed in a variety of rugged environments, the company says. The high
bay LED lighting system features smart lights, wirelessly networked and
centrally managed. Proven to reduce the cost of industrial lighting up to 90
percent, Digital Lumens is now a major competitor in LED lighting systems
and has provided systems to major companies all over the world.
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As one judge said, combining two existing technologies – LED and lighting

TECHNOLOGY
controls – intoREVIEWS
a single package is useful for

warehouse or distribution facilities that have
not yet made the switch to efficient lighting or
controls. “[That] would lead to a significant
improvement in energy efficiency.

“Good idea”

www.digitallumens.com
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Enablon Sustainability Management Platform
Judges note that, while
there are similar products
available, Enablon brings
two significant points of
distinction:
1) The comprehensive way
in which it addresses data
capture; a true systems
approach.
2) The lexicon of
framing the data and its
management in “risk” —
this is a critically important
and increasingly current
topic for many companies
around the world, one
judge notes.
Enablon is a leader in
sustainability performance
management software,
offering complete and
integrated software
solutions and on-demand
services.

“A real innovation”

Enablon focuses on corporate responsibility, sustainable supply chain, QEHS
performance (Quality, Environment, Health and Safety), energy efficiency,
carbon management, risk management, corporate governance, legal
management, internal control and audits.
With 1,000 companies worldwide and 300,000 professionals already using
Enablon to manage sustainability performance, it is established and providing
quality service on a global scale.
26
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The Enablon system was designed to:
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•
•
•
•

Measure: automate data capture from sites, facilities and suppliers
Manage: set strategic objectives and targets across the organization
Improve: identify best practices and roll out sustainability projects
Report: produce voluntary and regulatory reports and engage with
stakeholders

One judge calls the platform “a real innovation is that this is not merely
about data collection. The connection to ‘Wizness’ is brilliant, and allows
users to not only track their data, but provides a network through which
tangible solutions can be found.”
www.enablon.com
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Lumenor Energy Services High Bay LED
“Lumenor Energy Services
has developed an attractive
package of a high-performing
LED for High Bays, along
with a proactive approach to
helping the customer through
audits, capturing utility
incentives and other services.
It offers the highest lumen
per watt available today, an
advantage that sets it apart,”
notes a judge.
Judges highlight the cost of
sensor options and energy
savings that can be realized
with the High Bay LED. Users
should see a reduction in the
monthly cost of lighting, as
well as wattage, maintenance
and A/C load.

“An attractive package of
a high-performing LED for High Bays”

Lumenor Energy Services manufactures affordable LED fluorescent
replacement tubes for use in retrofits of stairwells, garages, office lighting,
retail, hospitality, residential and commercial applications.
With a life expectancy of 50,000 hours and the availability of retrofit and
custom tubes, this could be a great solution for companies looking to replace
their lighting.
These bulbs also feature:
•
•
•
•

Voltage range 100-277v · Power Factor > 0.9
Available in 94W-100W, Motion Sensor
Mercury and Lead Free
Binned diodes for color uniformity
28
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• Electronically tracked item should future replacement or servicing

TECHNOLOGY
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be required

• State-of-the-art design includes shatterproof UV stabilized V1
rated carbon-proof tube. UV Free won’t fade furniture or walls.
www.lumenorenergy.com
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TECHNOLOGY
RecycleMatch – RecycleMatch Waste Management Software

RecycleMatch, an award-winning software company with the vision of a zerowaste future, offers cloud-based software that helps enterprise organizations
manage waste as a resource, turning a cost center into a profit center. Its goal
is to build the largest, most trusted marketplace for waste.
“This online management tool is a great offering,” says
one judge. “It allows businesses who want to take control
of their waste streams the ability to do so, allowing
them to insure waste is going where it needs to go,
and maximize the price they receive for it. I think any
company that has large enough waste streams to make
RecycleMatch beneficial should be looking at this service.”
RecyleMatch claims to help businesses and organizations:

“A great offering”
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• Make more money via a competitive, transparent sales process for

TECHNOLOGY
scrap orREVIEWS
byproducts;

• Save money by accelerating landfill diversion through both passive and
active processes for discovering new markets and uses for materials;
• Save money by streamlining business processes for managing waste as
a resource.
For sellers, scope 3 emissions, lifecycle carbon estimates and progress toward
zero-waste goals are all calculated based on auditable real-time data so
that waste-related sustainability goals are easier to measure. Already in use
in many major industries, RecycleMatch has proven to be effective in the
following ways:
Using RecycleMatch, Chevron replaced 180,000 pounds of glass windows
after Hurricane Ike hit Houston. RecycleMatch’s technology identified a
solution to recycle these hard-to-recycle materials, which saved Chevron
money and enabled its building to keep its LEED certification status.
Shaw Industries achieved a 56 percent higher price-per-pound sales price vs.
an offline process in comparable testing. Because Shaw sells an estimated
$40 million a year in byproducts, the system can contribute to a significant
increase in revenue.
An automotive parts manufacturer used RecycleMatch to find a new market
for an ongoing stream of 2,200 tons/year of byproduct going to the landfill,
and disposal fees of approzimately $4 million/year. RecycleMatch’s platform
matched them with a buyer who was able to extract an estimated $2.2
million/year value from the material, creating an estimated carbon reduction
of -9324MT CO2e. The manufacturer achieved their zero-waste goals three
years ahead of target.
For buyers, RecycleMatch provides alerts on new materials available, and
participating bidders know if their bid is in first place, or if they are no. 5 out
of 20 bids. This feedback allows them to gauge market demand, enabling
them to bid accordingly. The improved visibility translates to a lower total cost
to source materials, the company says.
www.recyclematch.com
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Waterless Co. – Waterless Urinal
Waterless Co. invented waterless urinals
in 1991, and its use saves on inventory
costs (no need to stock replacement
parts) and energy and water use, the
company says.
With growing concern about protecting
water resources, more and more cities
and counties are offering rebates for
taking water conservation measures.
Water efficiency is now a major part of
LEED construction efforts and a part of
ISO 14000. With models that use no
water at all, Waterless Co.’s products
provide water conservation, as well
as reducing water and sewer costs for
users.
For example, in California, 19 percent
of total energy use, and 23 percent of
gasoline used, is devoted to pumping
or conveying water, according to
Waterless Co. Installing waterless urinals provides an
immediate cost savings, and makes an ongoing impact
to bottom line operational costs over time as water and
sewer costs continue to rise.

“Excellent and highly
effective”

The technology used by Waterless Co.’s waterless urinal “is excellent and,
when used, highly effective,” notes one judge. “It’s simple, and easy to install,
maintain and use.”Price-efficient and easy to install, the waterless urinal is a
“great product for saving fresh water and eliminating the generation of gray
water that must be treated using energy and chemicals, which are costly,”
states a judge.
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This waterless urinal system uses a specially designed EcoTrap insert at a cost

TECHNOLOGY
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of $7.75 each,
the lowest price of any cartridge in the industry. The cartridge
is simple to replace, with no tools required. The system installs just like a
regular flushed urinal, so any plumber is able to easily install it.
The EcoTrap is recyclable and the BlueSeal trap liquid is biodegradable.
Ten different models of urinals are offered for home and commercial use,
including HPC and ceramic versions, as well as a soybean resin model.
www.Waterless.com
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Antea Group - Global RegSupport Helpdesk

“A service that is sorely needed”
Antea Group’s Global RegSupport Helpdesk provides multiple benefits for
businesses dealing with environmental, health and safety regulations. The
company says it is the only pay-as-you-go service that connects clients to the
right in-country specialist for reliable, tailored and real-time answers to any
EH&S or product regulatory question in 100 countries on six continents.
This online service offers real-time answers to regulatory questions customized
to the client’s specific operations and products with a simple email interface
makes the service uniquely responsive, easy to use, and cost effective.
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“This is a service that is sorely needed,” says a judge. “Starting with EH&S is a

TECHNOLOGY
great place toREVIEWS
begin, and if the service takes off, there is a huge opportunity

to expand to food safety and other regulatory areas. There are a few services
that claim to offer ‘global’ regulatory tracking/databases, but none have been
complete. The support element of the Antea product is fantastic.”
Antea Group, an international engineering and environmental consulting
firm, has partnered with Inogen Environmental Alliance, a global
environmental, health and safety enterprise, to provide support for the Global
RegSupport Helpdesk. Inogen is comprised of more than 4,330 EHS staff
worldwide. This easy-to-use, cost-effective online solution can increase the
understanding of applicable global regulations without additional subscription
costs, hassles of poor internet English translations, or hiring EHS staff
internationally.
Some examples of real-time answers that the Global RegSupport Helpdesk
has provided include:
• Delineating the actual height 20 countries use to define “working at
heights” to assist in formulating a global policy for the company.
• Delineation of import and export documentation requirements for
refurbished electronic equipment.
• State adaptation of RICE standards and product registration
requirements.
www.anteagroup.com
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Antea Group Enhanced Concentrating Oxygen Soil Vapor Extraction
System (ECO-SVE)
Antea Group has
created an innovative
remediation technology
that effectively and safely
treats impacted soil and
groundwater by creating
a re-circulatory process
with zero emissions and
no combustion.
The Enhanced
Concentrating Oxygen
Soil Vapor Extraction
System (ECO-SVE)
increases subsurface
oxygen levels and
biotic activity, thus
accelerating site cleanup and reducing
lifecycle remediation
costs compared to
conventional remediation
systems.

“Nice sustainability win”

“Really nice improvement to a difficult environmental challenge! This
innovation can reduce the eco-impact of remediation in a cost-beneficial way
– nice sustainability win,” notes a judge.
The ECO-SVE system is unique in that is has none of the following: volatile
organic compounds, exhaust, combustion, heating elements, greenhouse
gasses, carbon dioxide, nitrogen or supplemental fuel. This zero-emissions
system can be used anywhere a traditional SVE system is used and can even
replace existing SVE systems with typically minor well reconfiguration or
peripheral well replacements.
Impressed with the ECO-SVE process, one judge states, “This process can
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have a dramatic impact on the cost and effectiveness of cleanups nationwide

TECHNOLOGY
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involving contaminated
soils. By eliminating air permitting requirements and

improving the quality of the treated soils at a lower cost than conventional
technologies, ECO-SVE provides a faster path to remediation and reuse of
contaminated sites that could be redeveloped to create badly needed jobs in
industrial areas.”
www.anteagroup.com
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Cascades Tissue Group Cascades Antibacterial Paper Hand Towel
Preventing the spread
of harmful bacteria is
a big deal. Industries
such as healthcare,
education and
transportation all have
to deal with reducing
bacterial transmission
– and it’s a home and
office concern as well.
While the flu virus
runs rampant and
germophobia is
common, the Cascades
Tissue Group has come
up with innovative
technology for washing
your hands.
The company has added an active
antibacterial ingredient to its new
paper towel. As the product absorbs
the water from your hands, its highly
soluble antibacterial ingredient is
transferred from the hand towel to
your skin. This quickly kills 99.9% of
residual bacteria.

“Genius!”

As one judge noted, “Genius! What a great way to get people to clean their
hands and get double protection against cold and flu germs. It’s like getting a
flu shot booster several times a day. It’s made of recycled paper also, so it’s a
sustainable product and creates demand for recycled fiber.”
Made from 100 percent recycled paper, using 20 percent less water to
manufacture as well as being chlorine free, Cascades has distinguished its
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Antibacterial Paper Hand Towel with “green” processes; the paper even has
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a green tint toREVIEWS
distinguish it from other paper towel brands. Available in

universal or tandem rolls, multi-fold and dispenser box format, businesses
can easily incorporate these towels into their facilities, effectively reducing
bacterial transmission.
www.cascades.com
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CRedit360 Sustainability Software

CRedit360 is a specialist provider of
sustainability software that has developed a
system where clients can incrementally build
a system to manage all of their sustainability
challenges in a single, integrated platform.

“Best-in-class performance
management solution”

“Credit 360 seems to be a best-in-class
performance management solution for CSR
professionals, enabling their clients to spend
less time on data collection and more time implementing solutions.”
Clients can mix and match any of the CRedit360 solutions to tailor the system
to their needs, from monitoring energy and carbon emissions to regulating
their supply chain.
This system has tools to forecast and plan energy reduction initiatives and
visualize the impact of different scenarios on long-term performance.
“Currently, CRedit360 delivers a lot of the sustainability functionality needed
by large organizations today, including Energy and Carbon, Corporate
Social Responsibility, Environment Health and Safety, Compliance, and
Supply Chain,” one judge points out, adding that “to maintain a competitive
edge with other vendors in the space, look for CRedit360 to invest in Risk
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Management, Product Safety and Stewardship, and ERP Integration.”
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With more than 32,000 clients in 168 countries, CRedit360 addresses many
of the issues companies may have with sustainability issues, compliance and
corporate social responsibility.
www.credit360.com
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Earth 911 - Recycle Now QR Code Recycling
How Recycle Now QR
Code Recycling works:
Consumers scan a code
that takes them to a
page with a product
overview that includes a
product photo, name and
description.
Beneath the product
description is a “Recycle
Now” link. When the user
clicks Recycle Now, the
app will request the user’s
location or zip code. The
program runs a search for
local-area programs that
accept the materials that
comprise that product.
The app presents the
nearest three results for
each material. Each result
is linked to a listing detail
page, including a map.
Recycle Now uses data
from the nation’s largest
and most accurate recycling
directory, the only one of its kind,
which hosts 1.6 million ways to
recycle 350 materials. The ability
to discover local recycling by
simply scanning a UPC or QR code
has not been

“Tremendous scope here
for brands to engage with
consumers”
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implemented by any other service provider in the US. This new offering takes

TECHNOLOGY
the confusion REVIEWS
out of recycling.

As one judge says of Recycle Now QR Code Recycling, “[There is] tremendous
scope here for brands to engage with customers on sustainability and end-oflife aspects of their products.”
www.earth911.com
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Emerson Network Power Liebert® NXL™ 1100kVA/1100kW
Uninterruptable Power Supply

“Emerson delivers on a growing market
need for data center operators; highcapacity, cost-effective uninterruptable power
supply back-ups,” says one judge.

“A better option”

Emerson Network Power, a global company that delivers software, hardware
and services that maximize availability, capacity and efficiency for businesses,
has created the Liebert® NXL™ 1100kVA/1100kW uninterruptable power
supply system.
This system offers medium to large data centers a level of operating efficiency
previously available only in transformer-free systems, but with the same safety,
fault tolerance and reliability. The company says it offers the industry’s best
operating efficiency at typical load levels in double conversion mode, with up
to 98 percent efficiency when operating in Intelligent Eco-Mode.
Another judge points out that “the increased reliability and reduced
maintenance costs of one system versus a system with two or three separate
UPS put together does make the Liebert NXL 1100 a potentially better
option.”
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The NXL 1100REVIEWS
kVA/1100 kW is a popular building block for large-scale data
center deployments. Its large capacity of 1100 kW allows designers to use
fewer UPS modules for large megawatt facilities, which means direct capital
cost savings.
This system is uniquely applicable to different forms of DC stored energy, such
as flywheel systems and emerging high-rate batteries. It seems that this system
is already saving companies on energy costs. Emerson has the capability
to deliver such hardware, one judge notes, saying, “Emerson has a long
heritage in the market and has the expertise, size and scale needed to save
clients on both capital and on-going operating expenses.”
www.emersonnetworkpower.com
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Energy Points – EnergyPoints Analytics

EnergyPoints Analytics is a cloud-based
calculation engine that enables businesses to
make quantitative and intuitive environmental
sustainability decisions, facilitating greater
financial and environmental returns, the
company says.

“A great idea”

One judge calls EnergyPoints Analytics “a great idea. The market is
completely saturated with energy and resource management software
applications. This product works in concert with those applications – a tool
that allows us to more easily normalize, analyze and act on all of that data
could be a game changer.”
Another says, “I think that the ability to create a common language in terms
that most people regardless of sustainability background can relate is critical
and analytics that look at energy in the context of one gallon of gasoline
is a visual and perspective that is very universal. This common platform of
understanding can quickly change the conversation within corporations and
identify opportunity/risk ‘hotspots.’”
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This system differs from others in that it offers decision-making tools along

TECHNOLOGY
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with data analysis.
It works alongside current data collection tools, not
compete with other data collection software.

End-users can set resource reduction goals and achieve them within budgets
that they set themselves. By enabling the direct comparison of energy
resources, EnergyPoints Analytics gives insight into which resource reduction
projects give decision makers the biggest return on their investment from both
a financial and environmental perspective.
Using this software has helped companies in a variety of ways. For example,
one corporation, with 100 buildings and seven campuses nationwide,
encountered difficulties prioritizing reduction activities that spanned 15
regional and corporate goals. With EnergyPoints Analytics, it planned
and maximized its limited annual facility budgets for both financial and
environmental performance across a national portfolio to reduce energy,
waste, water and transportation.
www.energypoints.com
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Power Assure EM/4
“Load management and
demand response is the
next frontier for optimizing
energy productivity in any
sector, and data centers
represent a major energy
efficiency challenge.
“EM4 offers a customized
platform for addressing
the energy management
issues that are unique
to the data center
community,” summarizes
a judge.
Created for data centers
to improve efficiency,
capacity and performance, Power Assure
EM/4 software is a secure, cloud-based
platform that offers integrated monitoring, “Impressive benefits”
analysis and automation of data center
customers
information and processes. Users are
able to collect, synthesize and analyze
the overwhelming amount of raw data
available from facilities and IT equipment
and turn it into useful business information
for making decisions in real time. This cloud-based software is flexible,
“future-proof” and secure, making it easy to implement.

to

Key features of the software include:
• Ability to synthesize data from all sources within the data
center to provide analysis at any level of detail
• Automating existing processes, allowing you to take action
based on environmental changes or other trigger events to
optimize performance, reliability and service levels
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• Taps into Power Assure’s Global Energy Intelligence database

TECHNOLOGY
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to allow
comparisons with industry averages and “best in
class” data center performance

The judges were equally impressed with its platform and usability, with
one saying, “This is a solid product for companies running multiple data
centers. I like that it collects data from other systems such as BMS and PMS
and will analyze what is happening in real time. ... I also like that the EM/4
software will allow for automatic shifting of computing from one data center
to another,” while another adds, “Power Assure’s client and partner list is
impressive, as well as the benefits its customers have enjoyed.”
Judges also note that there is a benefit to creating a system with separate
modules where a company can buy based on its current needs or add on
when appropriate.
www.powerassure.com
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Schneider Electric Resource Advisor
One judge summarizes
that “Resource Advisor
from Schneider Electric
is a robust Software
as a Service (SaaS)
reporting dashboard that
connects across energy
procurement, energy use
and carbon emissions.
“Resource Advisor has
an impressive breadth of
reporting functionality and
integration capabilities
with other enterprise
applications and industrial
automation systems.”
With Resource Advisor,
Schneider Electric, a
global specialist in energy
management, offers
an online sustainability
platform that helps
end-users reach their
sustainability goals and
reduce operational expenses by providing
access to the data, reports and summaries
that drive their sustainability programs.

“A great offering”

Resource Advisor provides a number of ways
to identify areas of needed environmental management, such as energy
waste. Variance reports allow users to assess facility vs. facility performance
and identify areas of inefficiency. Users can aggregate groupings for facility
by building type, product type or other customized groups to assess absolute
and intensity-based performance of common facility sets to identify outliers.
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Resource Advisor provides users with a single-source solution to manage and
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report environmental
metrics such energy, water and waste. Gone are the

days of capturing and analyzing tens to hundreds of separate spreadsheets
containing individual metrics. Now data can be located in one central
platform. Companies can now obtain an enterprise-level view of their energy
usage.
The judges agree that Resource Advisor is promising software with an easyto-use interface, observing, “I like that this product allows you to interface
with your other internal systems to gather data that this software will analyze.
Being able to set benchmarks and track them for your entire company in one
place is a great offering. Organizations that are committed to sustainability
should be looking at this tool.”
resourceadvisor.schneider-electric.com
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Siemens Building Technology Demand Flow

Demand Flow is a patented and proven energy- and operational-cost-savings
application for buildings with water-cooled, central-chilled water plants. This
powerful solution has proven to reduce a chiller plant’s energy consumption
by 20 to 50 percent.
“This is a clear benefit to users and the
world. Well articulated benefits of a creative
innovation that has had successful market
penetration with confirmed results,” explains
one judge.

“A clear benefit to users and
the world”

A holistic optimization of the entire chilled
water system – including Chillers, CHW Pumps, CW Pumps, CT Fans and
AHU Fans – Demand Flow provides a savings of 1 million Kwh, which
they claim is enough to surpass most short-term sustainability goals while
drastically reducing operational expenses throughout the building’s lifecycle.
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Siemens’ system solves the industry-wide shortcoming of “Low Delta-T
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Demand Flow also increases system deliverable tonnage, improving system
redundancy. This means that a Demand Flow system can cool more effectively
and do so with less operating equipment at any given time.
www.buildingtechnologies.siemens.com
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UL DQS Self Assessment ISO 50001 Energy Management System
A judge praises this product, noting that, “UL DQS shows a clear
understanding of the role ISO standards play in operational excellence, and
a strong understanding of the sustainability and energy management drivers
impacting organizations today.”
A simple, no-cost e-tool, the ISO 50001 can help companies enhance their
use of energy-consuming assets, evaluate and prioritize the implementation
of energy-efficient technology, and promote efficiency throughout the supply
chain.
Energy Management Standard ISO 50001:2011 was released in June 2011.
The standard aims to help organizations establish the systems and processes
to improve their energy performance, including efficiency and consumption.

“A first-in-category product” innovation”
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The EnMS is applicable to all types of organizations and is based on the ISO
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quality (ISO 9001) and the environment (ISO 14001) using the
familiar plan-do-act-check model.
UL DQS has developed various ISO 50001 training options from which to
choose. Learn at your own pace with online modules, or sign up for instructorled courses to benefit from group discussions, experienced instructors and
on-site tutoring.
The judges like UL DQS’s model, with one saying that “for companies that
are interested in ISO certification, or those that set goals based on the new
standard, this product provides the tools necessary to successfully evaluate
your program, uncover opportunities for improvement, and use solid
baselines and criteria for measuring performance. I believe this is a first-incategory product.”
The ISO 50001 is a great solution to improve on energy efficiency, create
employee awareness and adhere to legal requirements.
www.ul-dqsusa.com
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C3 Green Spending Account (GSA)
C3 has created the Green Spending Account (GSA), a designated allowance
provided by an employer
or organization that
allows an individual to
spend a pre-determined
amount on products or
services that improve
energy and water
efficiency for the home
or business.
Green Spending
Accounts enable
employees to foster
sustainable actions and
behaviors to be used
outside the workplace.
This program tracks and
reports on participation,
energy and financial
savings; and the
reports provided can
be used to quantify
greenhouse gas emission
reductions, adding
value to their corporate
social responsibility
measurements.

“Great concept”

A judge assesses, “Staff engagement is one of the hardest areas for any
company to tackle, and this is an interesting way of involving employees.”
Another calls the GSA a “great concept.”
Although some corporations offer “green incentives” like transit passes for
commuting workers or hybrid car rebates, no other company has provided
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this type of service, a different approach to green incentives. This system
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focuses on energy
efficiency improvements to everyday life in the places

where they live and work, expanding the reach of a company’s sustainable
actions.
www.climatechangecentral.com
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Dakota Software, The ProActivity Suite

“The ProActivity Suite offers highly regulated
companies with multiple operations an
additional level of risk management, along
with data management efficiencies for
internal and external reporting,” assesses a
judge.

“Comprehensive EHS
management tool”

Another callsed it a “comprehensive EHS management tool.”
Dakota Software’s ProActivity suite empowers companies to more effectively
plan and execute Environmental, Health & Safety (EHS) compliance
procedures and make measurable improvements to its carbon management,
energy and other sustainability programs.
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Awarded “Best Software Product’” by the Northeast Ohio Software Association
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in 2011, ProActivity
is a rule-based data system fueled by a library of expertly
translated regulatory content. Using proprietary Decision-Tree-Logic, the
ProActivity Suite helps users determine which regulatory requirements are
applicable to them.
These unique “Compliance Profiles” are used to achieve and maintain
regulatory compliance and operational sustainability through snap-shot
auditing and forward-looking analysis.

This system is continually driven by an active user community that provides
feedback via an integrated response management system. Integrated module
apps provide users with the ability to create journal entries, upload images,
generate reports and access the full digest of US EHS regulatory content.
www.dakotasoft.com
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Eastman Kodak Sonora Process Free Plates
Eastman Kodak, a
company that says it is
continuously working
toward innovation in
imaging processes,
recently presented its
latest invention.
Kodak Sonora Process
Free Plates are unique
in that they enable
commercial and
newspaper printers to
completely eliminate the
cost and environmental
impact associated with
processing printing plates.
Current equipment
needs water, chemicals
and energy to develop
the image on the plate
before mounting on the
“A neat solution to a present problem”
press. Kodak’s Sonora
Plates go straight to press,
eliminating the separate
processing step. This
eliminates the need to dispose of processing chemistry and conserves the
water and energy used in traditional processing.
This convenient new process is reducing packaging waste and saving
companies on operational expenses, saving water and energy that the
traditional process used. An additional benefit is cost savings on cleaning and
maintaining the processing equipment.
“Being backed by a major company and likely useable widely, this is a neat
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environment) REVIEWS
that completely obviates the former technology,” a judge writes.
Kodak’s goal is to improve the sustainability of both its customers’ businesses
and the printing press industry as a whole. Sonora Plates remove both the
environmental impact of the processing chemistry, and water and electricity
usage during processing. A typical processor weighs 735 kg, measures
1.3 x 3.5 meters, and uses 2,398 liters of chemistry, 40,000 liters of water,
and 5,523 kW of electricity annually. Sonora Plates eliminates all costs
and environmental impact associated with the life cycle of the processing
equipment.
www.graphics.kodak.com
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Green Ballast, Legacy Daylight Harvesting Fluorescent Light Ballast

Green Ballast Inc., a company that understands the need for energy-efficient
lighting in commercial real estate, delivers the Legacy Daylight Harvesting
Fluorescent Light Ballast.
One judge says, “This is a strong product with some interesting attributes,
particularly its size and ability to function without having to be integrated into
a larger controls system. There is a large,
”A strong product”
underserved market of small box retailers
and ‘mom and pop’ locations that do not
want to invest in full facility controls but
would like to exercise some energy cost
management – this solution would be great for that market.”
HUB based, the tuning and daylight harvesting modules are contained within
the ballast can. Daylight harvesting actively manages the amount of artificial
light in a room when natural sunlight is available; systems are designed to
maintain a minimum recommended light level in a room.
By tuning to optimum light levels, the ballast factor is lowered, making
systems wattage lower. Daylight harvesting is applied automatically and
sensing is continuous, so the occupant is unaware of the light source – natural
or artificial.
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of Green Ballast’s design is that each fixture can operate
independently. These ballasts can be tuned to specific, individual, userrequired light levels; and they respond to the commands of an occupancy
sensor, as required. This works especially well for smaller workspaces.
The lights can be tuned down to as much as 40 percent light levels, saving as
much as 70 percent in energy costs compared to a linear fluorescent fixture.
An extra bonus – it only takes one ballast to engage the technology and can
be adopted into any linear fluorescent technology.
For retail, distribution and manufacturing facilities, Green Ballast’s system
can compliment skylights and qualify for utility rebates, saving your company
time and money in operating dollars. After implementations in places such
as the Dallas Fort Worth International Airport and the US National Parks
Headquarters in Omaha, Neb., the systems are already proving their worth.
www.Greenballastinc.com
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Invensys Controls Eliwell EWPlus EO Electronic Microprocessor
Controllers

“This appears to be a meaningful
upgrade to existing commercial
refrigeration controls,” notes one
judge. “This system simplifies the
number of components required,
integrating all pieces into an easy-toinstall product.

“A meaningful upgrade”
and “a great idea”

“Adding control elements and data visibility without cumbersome sensors is a
great idea! It’s a great option for those who have not yet installed advanced
controls in their refrigeration units.”
Invensys Controls’ Eliwell EWPlus EO electronic microprocessor controllers
comprise a new generation of devices designed to manage plug-in
refrigerated cabinets with an integrated compressor. These new controllers
use energy saving control algorithms that can deliver up to 39 percent savings
in comparison with electromechanical controllers, and up to 19 percent
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savings in comparison with electronic controllers while increasing operating
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Invensys focused its design philosophy on:
• Night/Day operation: monitoring virtual door openings to detect
the time of day to adjust the algorithms to reduce energy usage.
• Cabinet refill detection: sensing when warm product is added to
the cabinet to adjust the regulation temperature as needed.
• More performance data: expanding computing capacity to derive
more performance information from the basic temperature data to
significantly improve energy management.
The EWPlus EO offers simple and flexible installation options with four
models, controllers with removable/faston/screw connectors for increased
wiring speed and flexibility, and a USB UniCard for customizing from one to
many coolers quickly.
Already being introduced into the production lines of several European
manufacturers, the energy consumption and efficiency ratings were measured
by Intertek, an independent laboratory qualified to carry out Energy Star
certification tests. Electrically compatible with prior series, customers can
rapidly implement new energy saving product portfolios that better control
bottle cooler temperatures with greater sustainability.
www.eliwell.it
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Invensys Operations Management Wonderware CEM
This CEM Application
allows energy
management
professionals to monitor
and control energy
use in real time across
hundreds of facilities.
It connects directly to
networked meters for a
wide range of energy
and resource types –
including power, process
water, chilled water,
natural gas, air and
steam – and through
a variety of industrial
controllers. The CEM
can supply information
from hundreds of facilities immediately
in granular detail, enabling energy to be
effectively managed on an enterprise
-wide basis.

“A powerful tool”

One judge notes, “Real time monitoring of
significant building loads across a portfolio of buildings is a powerful tool for
both the energy manager and facilities/maintenance manager. The ability to
see and interpret energy spikes and increases in consumption as it happens
can help identify large energy use spikes and help change operational
processes in support of both cost and environmental benefit.”
The judges feel that there are significant capabilities that this system can
provide, with one commenting that, “Invensys Operations Management
Wonderware should be admired for building a ground-up application to
manage and optimize energy use in industrial environments.”
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According to Invensys, a major soft drink bottler using the CEM as a

TECHNOLOGY
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foundational platform
for real-time energy management reduced its energy
use by 20 percent in one year through improved visibility into energy usage
and improved tracking of the results of energy improvement activities. This
could indicate an opportunity for significant savings by other companies
implementing Invensys CEM.
www.wonderware.com
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Noesis Energy Management Performance Tracking
“Noesis is taking the old ‘free energy audit’ business model to entirely new
heights by offering free web-based analytics and reporting on energy intensity
for commercial building owners/managers,” one judge observes.
The Noesis Energy Management Performance Tracking Website allows users
to track actual energy consumption across all their utilities, facilities and
portfolios. Using automatically generated, weather-normalized baselines,
portfolio-wide energy intensity rankings, and the CBECS datasets of regional
peer facilities of the same type, size, etc., users are able to gain actionable
intelligence that drives efficiency projects.

“Filling a well-documented need”
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Noesis believes that energy management should be a continuous process.

TECHNOLOGY
OrganizationsREVIEWS
should constantly make operational and investment decisions
to improve their energy performance. This functional online system helps
organizations track data and make needed changes.
Allowing end-users and consultants – no matter what their size business
– to have access to the same powerful toolsets that advanced engineers
and energy analysts use to understand consumption helps users make
more informed project decisions. With more than 4,400 registered users
representing more than 875 million square feet of space in a little over three
months, Noesis positioned itself to be a leader in facility energy management.
Judges feel that Noesis is filling a well-documented need.
www.noesis.com
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Verisae Enterprise Refrigerant Management Module
A judge says of Verisae’s
Enterprise Refrigerant
Management Module,
“Seems like a valuable
solution to manage an
important issue. Refrigerant
leakage has high
environmental, regulatory
and economic costs,”
adding that the product is
“a welcome solution for
facilities managers.”
Verisae, a company in
the facility and energy
management marketplace,
introduces the Enterprise
Refrigerant Management
module, which enables users
to better manage refrigerant
leaks from systems
whose gas is among leading
contributors to greenhouse gas
emissions.

“A welcome solution for facilities
managers”

This module enables users to
compare more than one type of data point in the analysis of a refrigerant
event. Correlation between refrigeration alarms, maintenance work orders
and site demographics allow users to better understand root causes of events.
Many clients using the Verisae Refrigerant Management System have
experienced reduction in leak rates of 2 percent to 4 percent, the company
says.
Verisae has recently integrated with the California Air Resource Board’s
R3 refrigerant tracking system and worked with companies such as HyVee,
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which experienced a 5 percent first-year reduction in refrigerant usage for

TECHNOLOGY
an $180,000 REVIEWS
annual savings. The module is unique in its deployment speed
and integration features. When integrated with a maintenance management
system, it allows for complete, timely record compliance with third-party
service providers.
As a hosted software module, typical deployment for a 50-site enterprise is
less than four months, and users can access the software from any internetconnected device. The judges feel the software has niche applications today,
but that use may expand as companies become more and more aware of
their refrigerant use.
www.verisae.com
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Daniel W. Bena, Senior Director of
Global Sustainable Development,
PepsiCo Inc.

Dan Bena is a guy who believes in
using the resources and reach of
the private sector to make the world
a better place, through genuine,
strategic and impactful partnerships.
He is currently the senior director of
sustainable development for PepsiCo.
Dan is a liaison between Government
Affairs, Public Policy, Communications
and Operations to “connect the dots”
for impact and develop advocacy and messaging to key stakeholder groups.
He serves on the Public Health Committee of the Safe Water Network, the
Leaders Group of the World Business Council for Sustainable Development
(WBCSD), and Steering Board of the International Finance Corporation’s
Water Resources Group 2030 Initiative. He formerly served on the Steering
Committee of the United Nations CEO Mandate, and, most recently, was
elected to the Board of the Washington-based US Water Alliance.
He represented PepsiCo as one of only three invitees by the Federal Ministries
of Germany to speak about the Food:Water:Energy Nexus in preparation
for Bonn 2011. In July 2012, he was one of four witnesses invited to provide
testimony to the US Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources,
Subcommittee on Water and Power. He recently published his first book,
“Sustain-Ability: How a Corporate Conscience Sustains a Company’s Ability
to Win,” specifically to help other companies along their sustainability
journeys.
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Mark Buckley, Vice President of
Environmental Affairs,
Staples, Inc.

Mark Buckley directs Staples’ global
environmental commitment and
sustainable business practices. He is
responsible for driving the company’s
environmental leadership in four major
areas: the development, purchase
and promotion of environmentally
preferable products; waste
reduction and recycling initiatives;
the development of global carbon
reduction and renewable energy
strategies; as well as environmental education initiatives for customers and
associates focused on sustainablity.
A 20-year Staples veteran, Buckley was previously vice president of facilities
management and purchasing at Staples where he directed company-wide
recycling and energy conservation programs. He holds a bachelor’s degree
in biology from St. Anselm’s College and is an active member of several
environmental organizations in the commonwealth of Massachusetts, and
a member of the Board of Earth Force, a national environmental education
organization.
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David Dornfeld, Director, Laboratory
for Manufacturing and Sustainability,
University of California, Berkeley

Dornfeld received his Ph.D. in
mechanical engineering from UWMadison in 1976 and is Will C.
Hall Family Professor and Chair of
Mechanical Engineering at University
of California Berkeley. He leads the
Laboratory for Manufacturing and
Sustainability (LMAS) and directs the
Sustainable Manufacturing Partnership
at Berkeley (smp.berkeley.edu) studying
green/sustainable manufacturing,
analysis of manufacturing processes, precision manufacturing, machine
interoperability for process monitoring and optimization.
Dornfeld has published more than 400 papers, authored two research
monographs, contributed chapters to several books and has seven patents.
He is fellow of American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), recipient
of ASME Ennor Award, 2010 and Blackall Machine Tool and Gage
Award,1986, fellow of Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME), recipient
of 2004 SME Fredrick W. Taylor Research Medal, member Japan Society of
Precision Engineering (JSPE) and recipient of 2005 JSPE Takagi Prize, Fellow
of University of Tokyo Engineering and Fellow of CIRP (Int’l Academy for
Production Engineering). He consults on design and manufacturing and
associated IP issues.
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Daniel Gilbert, North American
Program Manager for Solid Waste
& Recycling, ISS Integrated Facilities
Services

As North American Program Manager
for Solid Waste & Recycling, Daniel
Gilbert has more than 20 years of
experience in managing material
recovery, processing, disposal, recycling
and reuse programs for all types of
commodities and waste streams. His
primary responsibility is supporting ISS
Integrated Facilities Services Team in
developing programs to minimize solid
waste streams by developing and implementing recycling and reuse best
practices throughout North America.
Gilbert recently led the ISS team that helped Hewlett-Packard achieve 90
percent landfill diversion in FY 12, surpassing its 87.1 percent goal. He
also established US collection and processing network for PepsiCo Dream
Machine beverage container recycling initiative (PET & aluminum), and he
served on Waste Management’s Organic Waste Team that developed a “goto-market” strategy to maximize the value of food and green waste streams.
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Justin Grau, Member of the Technical
Committee, The Green Grid
Justin Grau currently works for Google,
Inc as the Lead Water Treatment
Specialist for the Council Bluffs, IA
data center. He is also a volunteer
consultant for the nonprofit The Green
Grid Association. The Green Grid is an
open industry consortium that works
to improve the resource efficiency
of information technology and data
centers throughout the world.

Outside of work, Grau is completing his
MBA in finance and is always learning more about industrial water treatment,
water conservation and energy efficiency.
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Matthew Littlefield, President
& Principal Analyst, LNS
Research

Matthew Littlefield is President
and Principal Analyst for LNS
Research. Littlefield’s personal
coverage areas include the
topics of quality management,
manufacturing operations and
sustainability. As President
and Principal Analyst for
LNS Research, Littlefield is a
recognized industry expert and
contributes to the LNS Research
blog as well as many other industry publications. Littlefield is also a sought
after public speaker and continually advises manufacturing executives on how
to best leverage technology in their operations.
Before founding LNS Research, Littlefield spent the previous five years as a
senior analyst for the Aberdeen Group and led the Global Manufacturing
Research practice. Prior to joining the Aberdeen Group, Littlefield spent the
previous five years working for multi-billion dollar manufacturers (Unilever,
HP Hood) in both engineering and shop-floor management roles. He
graduated cum laude from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst with a
BA in economics and MS in industrial engineering and operations research.
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Frank O’Brien-Bernini, Vice
President, Chief Sustainability Officer,
Owens Corning

Frank O’Brien-Bernini is vice president,
chief sustainability officer of Owens
Corning, a world leader in building
materials and composite solutions.
His role encompasses global
accountability for Owens Corning’s
sustainability strategy development
and implementation, including
Environmental, Health & Safety (EH&S).
In 30 years with Owens Corning, he
has held various leadership positions,
including most recently, vice president, chief R&D officer.
Among the first pioneering executives to be appointed CSO of a public
company, O’Brien-Bernini is a frequent speaker at conferences, is routinely
quoted in industry reports/publications and currently serves on several
boards. He earned a bachelor’s degree in science and a master’s degree
in mechanical engineering from the University of Massachusetts, where his
research focus was solar energy.
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Christina Page, Global
Director of Energy and
Sustainability Strategy,
Yahoo!

As Global Director of Energy
and Sustainability Strategy
for Yahoo!, Christina Page
is responsible for shaping
the company’s corporate
environmental activities.
Her recent work includes
Yahoo!’s commitment
to reducing the carbon
intensity of data centers,
and managing a $10 million green IT from the Department of Energy for
innovative data center design.
Prior to joining Yahoo!, Page was at Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI), a
Colorado-based “think-and-do tank” led by energy efficiency guru Amory
Lovins. While at RMI, Page advised clients such as Shell, Coca-Cola, WalMart and PG&E on corporate sustainability strategy and energy efficiency
opportunities. Page has taught sustainable business at National Taiwan
University, Peking University and the University of Colorado. She has also
been a field instructor for the National Outdoor Leadership School and a
writer/editor for the public radio environmental program “Living on Earth.”
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Mark Rhodes, Vice President of
Sustainability,
GlaxoSmithKline

Mark Rhodes joined GSK in 1990
and has had a range of roles and
responsibilities as part of the corporate
Environment, Health & Safety (EHS)
team, including public EHS reporting,
auditing and strategy development.
He currently leads the sustainability
strategy and policy development/
implementation within GSK’s global
sales and marketing organizations.
These include pharmaceuticals,
biologicals (Vaccines), consumer healthcare (brands like Sensodyne,
Aquafresh and Panadol) and nutritional (Ribena, Lucozade and Horlicks).
His tasks are working with GSK’s sales and marketing companies and brands
to adopt sound environmental approaches e.g. product environmental
footprinting (particularly carbon and water), product and packaging design,
waste minimization/management, energy conservation, environmental
marketing/claims and sustainable procurement. In addition, he works with
key customers like the NHS and major retailers to align GSK’s environmental
sustainability strategy with theirs.
Before joining GSK, Rhodes worked in environmental consultancy (Cremer
and Warner, now Entec). Major projects included environmental planning
for a lead and zinc smelter in Rajhastan, India, contaminated land clean
up at the Channel Tunnel, and disaster investigations such as Piper Alpha,
Abbeystead and Kings Cross.
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Susan Rochford, Vice President,
Energy Efficiency, Sustainability and
Public Policy, Legrand North America
Susan Rochford is the vice president,
energy efficiency, sustainability and
public policy for Legrand North
America. Rochford is responsible for
advancing Legrand’s progress in setting
and achieving sustainability goals and
commitments, as an organization,
and in the marketplace. She also
spearheads the company’s government
affairs and policy initiatives.

Prior to joining Legrand, Rochford was the senior vice president at the Council
on Competitiveness, where she launched and led the organization’s flagship
project: the Energy Security, Innovation & Sustainability Initiative. Rochford
has operated at the nexus of business and government for more than twenty
years. She served as vice president, government, regulatory & industry affairs
for Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
Before joining UL in 2002, Rochford was the director of international affairs
for Honeywell Inc., where she also served as the company’s expert on global
corporate social responsibility. Rochford has served as senior advisor on
trade policy to the Under Secretary of Commerce for International Trade, and
executive director, treasurer and secretary of the US-Japan Business Council.
Her career began on Capitol Hill as assistant director of the New England
Congressional Institute. Rochford holds a bachelor’s degree in political
science from the University of Connecticut and a master’s in international
management from Thunderbird School of Global Management.
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Kristin Rock,
Corporate Energy Manager,
Petco Animal Supplies
Kristin Rock is the corporate energy
manager for Petco Animal Supplies,
headquartered in San Diego. She
is charged with identifying and
implementing energy and carbon
management measures, including
demand-side reductions and renewable
generation opportunities, for Petco’s
more than 1,200 locations.

Rock has been with Petco for more
than three years, and is most proud of the company’s recent recognition as
an Energy Star Leader. Prior to joining Petco, Rock was an energy manager
at Summit Energy Services Inc, in Louisville, Ky. In this capacity she provided
energy management strategy development and execution for a number of
national, multi-site, Fortune 1000 commercial/retail organizations.
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Jenn Vervier, Director of Sustainability
& Strategic Development,
New Belgium Brewing Company
Jenn Vervier started on the bottling line
at New Belgium Brewing Company
more than 19 years ago. She became
NBB’s first chief financial officer
and later the chief operating officer.
As the director of sustainability her
responsibilities include the sustainability
management system, corporate
responsibility reporting, greenhouse
gas accounting, natural resource
management, legislative advocacy and
philanthropy.

As director of strategic development, Vervier oversees New Belgium’s strategic
planning process, public/private partnerships, and property development
– including finding and securing the home of NBB’s first site outside of
Colorado in Asheville, NC. Vervier is a collaborator and a connector, creating
opportunities to expand New Belgium’s business role model practices both
within and without the brewery.
She’s active on the Bboards of the Colorado Conservation Voters, Colorado
State University’s Center for the Advancement of Sustainable Enterprise and
the Steering Committee for the American Sustainable Business Council.
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Since 2006, Environmental Leader has been the definitive and objective b2b
voice reporting on business-related energy, environmental and sustainability
issues.
Environmental Leader, with its 13,000-plus news stories, columns, videos,
reports, white papers, webinars and industry-leading daily newsletter, has
become the go-to source for corporate environmental, sustainability and
energy executives, the one site executives must visit every day in order to keep
informed and make tough choices on environmental and energy issues.

Environmental & Energy Management News

Energy Manager Today
EL launched Energy Manager Today in 2012 for energy management
professionals, covering energy management-related services, products,
analysis, and events.
For more information regarding sponsorship opportunities with Environmental
Leader and Energy Manager Today, please contact our sales team at 406371-5687, or email justin@environmentalleader.com.

ENERGY M ANAGER TODAY
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EL PRO provides daily insights into environmental, energy, and sustainability
issues, inspiring innovation within your company and supplying the
information needed to take decisive action. The subscription provides daily
must-read news, data and research providing unprecedented value for
enterprise environmental and sustainability teams.
Environmental Leader’s PRO service is available for $780 per year.
Department-wide and enterprise-wide subscriptions are also available. To find
out more, receive samples, and discuss the benefits EL PRO can provide your
company, please contact us at 970.223.2878 or elpro@environmentalleader.
com.
Subscribers receive instant access to thousands of dollars’ worth of research,
data, and analysis. New research, analysis, and data is added daily. You can
subscribe and get more information at www.environmentalleader.com/pro.
EL Insights – Research reports covering emerging energy, environmental
and sustainability technologies.
EL Data – Daily presentation-ready graphs and spreadsheets on energy,
environmental and sustainability data.
EL Briefings – Daily policy and regulatory, standards and certifications, and
enforcement briefings.
EL Trends – Monthly newsletter focusing on the most important news of the
previous 30 days – and the implications for your business.
EL Baseline – Latest news on corporate environmental, sustainability and
energy initiatives and goals.
EL Analysts – Weekly research and analysis briefs from the top analysts
working in the energy, environmental and cleantechnology industries.

ELPRO
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